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22nd 

 
Georgia Public Policy Foundation Leadership Breakfast 
Time:  8:00 AM 
Host:  Georgia Public Policy Foundation (Atlanta, GA) - As the U.S. Supreme Court 
prepares to consider arguments regarding the constitutionality of the 2010 Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act and Georgia anticipates the aftermath, Georgia 
Attorney General Sam Olens and health care expert Ronald E. Bachman will provide a 
timely "Georgia Health Care Update" at a Georgia Public Policy Foundation Leadership 
Breakfast on Thursday, March 22, 2012, at Cobb County's Georgian Club.    For more 
information:  http://www.gppf.org/default.asp?pt=eventdescr&EI=89.   
 
NEW EVENT!  
A Conversation with Paul Ryan  
Time:  9:00 AM – 10:00 AM  
Host:  The Heritage Foundation - Our Nation’s annual budget sets a tone and provides a 
framework for the broad policy debates critical to assuring our economic well-being, 
protecting our national security interests, and promoting the general welfare of our 
citizens. Complex policy decisions are made in the construction of this spending outline – 
decisions that have not only immediate, but also long-term, consequences. Join us as 
House Budget Committee Chairman Paul Ryan addresses the many facets of creating the 
federal budget, the crucial agenda items that make up the 2013 spending document, and 
the fundamental policy prescriptions they represent.  For more information:  
http://www.heritage.org/events/2012/03/paul-ryan.    
 



NEW EVENT!  
Chinese Telecom Investment in the U.S.: Weighing Economic Benefits and Security Risks  
Time:  10:00 AM – 12:00 PM  
Host:  AEI - The Obama administration is going all out to attract Chinese companies to 
invest in the U.S., but at the same time, it has rebuffed the efforts of the Chinese telecoms 
giant Huawei to obtain contracts with major U.S. Internet providers or to take over U.S. 
telecom companies. This seeming contradiction underscores the challenges in balancing 
the benefits of foreign direct investment against potential cybersecurity risks. Recently, 
AEI scholar Claude Barfield completed a report on the trade-offs involved in determining 
policies for Huawei. At this event, a panel of experts will analyze the issues from both an 
economic and a security perspective.  For more information:  
http://aei.org/events/2012/03/22/chinese-telecom-investment-in-the-us-weighing-
economic-benefits-and-security-risks/.   
 
Hope for Cuba? The Papal Visit, Summit of the Americas, and Cuba’s Future 
Time:  10:00 AM – 11:30 AM 
Host:  AEI - The Cuban people have repeatedly been the victims of false hope. When 
Cuban dictator Fidel Castro passed the reins of his government to his brother Raúl in 
2008, some international observers optimistically predicted economic reforms and a 
political opening. Instead, the result has been economic half-measures and a political 
crackdown. After Pope John Paul II’s 1998 visit to the island, he urged the Cuban 
Catholic Church to act "boldly” to ensure religious freedom, but its leadership has failed 
to advance essential rights. What transformations, if any, will emerge from Pope 
Benedict XVI’s March 26-28 trip to Cuba? As the region's leaders gather for the Summit 
of the Americas on April 14-15, some plan to argue for Castro's inclusion — but will any 
speak up for the Cuban people? Please join us for a discussion among a panel of experts, 
some of whom recently returned from Cuba.  For more information:  
http://aei.org/events/2012/03/22/hope-for-cuba-the-papal-visit-summit-of-the-americas-
and-cubas-future/.   
 
NEW EVENT!  
Obamacare on Trial: The Impact of the Court’s Ruling  
Time:  12:00 PM – 1:00 PM   
Host:  The Heritage Foundation - On the eve of the two-year anniversary of the passage 
of the Affordable Care Act, U.S. Senator John Barrasso (R-WY) will discuss how 
Obamacare continues to be a fundamental overreach and intrusion into our most 
fundamental liberties, and what happens in Congress under various possible Supreme 
Court decisions. The Senator understands the ramifications of Obamacare from several 
prisms. He was as an orthopedic surgeon practicing in Wyoming for 24 years who has 
seen the ill effects of government regulations impacting the doctor-patient relationship. 
He also chairs the Senate Republican Policy Committee and leads in efforts to repeal 
Obamacare. Finally, Senator Barrasso will be a key “first responder” to the Court’s 
rulings, understanding that Obamacare’s core problems go far beyond the individual 
mandate.  We hope you will join us at Heritage to hear the Senator’s comments at this 
unprecedented moment in America’s history.  For more information:  
http://www.heritage.org/events/2012/03/senator-barrasso.   



 
NEW EVENT!  
Debate:  Is The Individual Health Insurance Mandate Constitutional?   
Time:  6:00 PM    
Host:  America’s Future Foundation & Prosperity Caucus – Debate between Rory 
Sullivan (Policy Director, Young Invincibles) and David Barnes (Senior Policy Analyst, 
e21).  For more information and to RSVP:  
http://prosperitycaucus.org/2012/03/16/prosperity-caucus-americas-future-foundation-
joint-event/.   
 
23rd 

 
Obama's Planned Disarming of Commercial Airline Pilots - A Mistake 
Time:  10:00 AM – 11:30 AM 
Host:  The Heritage Foundation - The President’s Fiscal Year 2013 budget slashes the 
Federal Flight Deck Officers program (FFDO) in half. Furthermore, Secretary of 
Homeland Security Janet Napolitano testified in February that she believes the FFDO 
program does not fit into the “risk based” system of security applied by the 
Transportation Security Administration. Representative Chip Cravaack, a former Federal 
Flight Deck Officer and commercial airline pilot, who has led efforts in Congress to 
protect this program, will discuss technical fixes to existing law governing the program. 
Our panelists will assess and evaluate homeland security measures in aviation as well as 
the history and effectiveness of the Armed Pilot (FFDO) program established in 
December 2002.  For more information:  
http://www.heritage.org/events/2012/03/disarming-pilots.     
 
26th 

 
Maritime Private Security: Responses to Piracy, Terrorism, and Waterborne Security 
Risks in the 21st Century 
Time:  12:00 PM – 1:00 PM 
Host:  The Heritage Foundation - The threat of piracy and terrorism on the open seas is 
an issue which the world struggles to deal with adequately. Lawless coasts, the high seas, 
and other areas serve as fertile waters for maritime attacks. This problem may become 
even more acute as the Obama Administration moves forward with military cuts that will 
reduce our naval capabilities. A solution that has grown – and will likely continue to 
grow – is the use of private security companies in maritime situations. Whether it is 
commercial organizations looking to defend their trade vessels or nations privatizing their 
coast guard services, maritime private security operations are gaining popularity. LCDR 
Claude Berube and Dr. Patrick Cullen provide much needed analysis of this trend in their 
new book, Maritime Private Security. Join us as they reflect on the problems of piracy 
and terrorism at sea and examine the rise of maritime private security companies as well 
as the role that private security might play in combating these dangers.   For more 
information:  http://www.heritage.org/events/2012/03/maritime-private-security.   
 
29th 



 
Cato Book Forum--  Knowledge and Coordination: A Liberal Interpretation 
Time:  12:00 PM  
Host:  Cato - Adam Smith denounced the folly and presumption of interventionists, and 
Friedrich Hayek denounced their pretense of knowledge. Daniel B. Klein's new book 
attempts to renew Smith and Hayek and go beyond. His talk will focus on the hubris of 
interventionism, arguing that such arrogance hangs on maneuvers in government and 
"expert" quarters that pretend to make things simpler than they are. In particular, he will 
explain how economists flatten knowledge down to information and thereby shortchange 
the case for liberty. A candid understanding of knowledge makes us more virtuous and 
more libertarian. For more information:  www.cato.org.     
 
Bubble Trouble: Beginning of the End? 
Time:  2:00 PM – 4:00 PM 
Host:  AEI - That we are still living in the wake of the U.S. housing bubble is a dominant 
financial and economic fact of 2012. But is the end really approaching at long last? The 
housing bubble was accompanied by one in commercial real estate, making it a double 
bubble. To further complicate matters,  the European sovereign debt bubble has given the 
21st century a complex, international bubble cubed. It’s been one disaster after another, 
leading us to wonder, what’s next? Should we expect a bottoming of the financial 
recession, a sideways movement, a recovery or a continued onslaught of problems? Our 
panel of experts will share their thoughts.  For more information:  
http://aei.org/events/2012/03/29/bubble-trouble-beginning-of-the-end/.   
 
30th 

 
NEW EVENT!  
Combating Transnational Criminal Organizations: Concepts and Strategies 
Time:  2:00 PM – 3:30 PM 
Host:  The Heritage Foundation - Security in the Americas is threatened by transnational 
criminal organizations. Transnational criminal enterprises, such as Mexico’s Sinaloa 
Cartel or the Zetas, profit not only from drug trafficking, but also from an increasingly 
broad range of illicit activities from murder-for-hire and kidnapping to extortion, 
trafficking in persons, and various forms of piracy. Transnational criminal organizations 
also have the capacity to link with other non-state actors or foreign governments to 
perpetrate political violence and terrorism. The U.S. government and the Organization of 
American States have focused increased attention upon this critical challenge. In July 
2011, the Obama Administration released its most comprehensive strategy to counter this 
phenomenon. The OAS also supports multi-faceted efforts to support hemispheric 
cooperation against the emergent threat, convening most recently a high-level conference 
in Mexico City. Join us for this timely review of the nature of this challenge, current 
strategies to combat transnational criminal organizations, and policy options available to 
the United States, OAS, and cooperating partners in the Americas.  For more information:  
http://www.heritage.org/events/2012/03/transnational-crime.   
 
 



APRIL 2012 
 

3rd 

 
NEW EVENT! 
Coming Apart:  The State of White America, 1960-2010 
Time:  12:00 PM – 1:00 PM  
Host:  The Heritage Foundation – In Coming Apart, Charles Murray explores the 
formation of American classes that are different in kind from anything we have ever 
known, focusing on whites as a way of driving home the fact that the trends he describes 
do not break along lines of race or ethnicity. Drawing on five decades of statistics and 
research, Coming Apart demonstrates that a new upper class and a new lower class have 
diverged so far in core behaviors and values that they barely recognize their underlying 
American kinship – divergence that has nothing to do with income inequality and that has 
grown during good economic times and bad.  The top and bottom of white America 
increasingly live in different cultures, Murray argues, with the powerful upper class 
living in enclaves surrounded by their own kind, ignorant about life in mainstream 
America, and the lower class suffering from erosions of family and community life that 
strike at the heart of the pursuit of happiness. That divergence puts the success of the 
American project at risk. The evidence in Coming Apart is about white America, but its 
message is about all of America.   For more information:  
http://www.heritage.org/events/2012/04/coming-apart.   

 
4th 

 
Wednesday Wake-Up Breakfast Club featuring Dr. Milton Wolf  
Time:  7:30 AM 
Host:  The Leadership Institute – The Wednesday Wake-Up Club Breakfast is an 
excellent opportunity for friends of the Institute to meet leading conservative speakers 
and hear their thoughts on current affairs.  Meetings begin at 7:30 a.m. with a buffet 
breakfast and the program begins at 7:45 a.m. The breakfast is held in the F.M. Kirby 
National Training Center at the Leadership Institute's Steven P.J. Wood Building.  
Registration is only $10 per person, which includes breakfast. However, if you become a 
Wednesday Wake-Up Club member, you receive 12 breakfasts for the price of 10.   
These breakfast meetings offer a great chance to share food and fellowship with 
conservative friends.  Past breakfasts have been attended by members of Congress, public 
policy experts, and columnists.  For more information:  
http://www.leadershipinstitute.org/breakfast/UpComing.cfm?ID=19124&y.   
 
Why Nations Fail: The Origins of Power, Prosperity, and Poverty 
Time:  12:00 PM  
Host:  Cato – Institutions—not geography, culture, or other factors—explain why some 
nations succeed and others fail. So says Daron Acemoglu in an ambitious new book 
drawing evidence from thousands of years of human history and from societies as diverse 
as those of the Inca Empire, 17th century England, and contemporary Botswana. 



Inclusive political and economic institutions, influenced by critical junctures in history, 
produce virtuous cycles that reinforce pluralism in the market and in politics. Acemoglu 
will contrast that pattern of development with that experienced under extractive 
institutions. He will also describe the conditions under which institutions favorable or 
inimical to development tend to arise. Karla Hoff will provide critical comments. For 
more information:  www.cato.org.   
 
Can Capitalism Make a Comeback  
Time:  12:00 PM  
Host:  Ashland University (Ashland, OH) – Major issue lecture by Stephen Moore. 
Tickets are available for $20 or $160 for a table of eight. For reservations, call Lisa 
Ormiston at 877-289-5411 or email at lormiston@ashbrook.org.  For more information:  
http://www.ashbrook.org/events/lecture/2012/moore.html.    
 
10th 

 
NEW EVENT! 
First Principles on First Friday’s - Obamacare's Assault on Religious Liberty  
Time:  12:00 PM – 1:00 PM  
Host:  Kirby Center - Please note that this lecture is on a Tuesday rather than a Friday. 
For more information http://kirbycenter.hillsdale.edu/page.aspx?pid=951.       
 
11th 

 
NEW EVENT! 
No They Can't: Why Government Fails - But Individuals Succeed 
Time:  12:00 PM – 1:00 PM  
Host:  The Heritage Foundation - Central planning sounds right. It feels good. But it has 
nothing to do with the realities of economics and science. There is nothing that 
government can do that we cannot do better as free individuals – and as groups of 
individuals, working together voluntarily, not at the point of a gun or under threat of a 
fine. Without big government, our possibilities are limitless. In No, They Can’t: Why 
Government Fails – but Individuals Succeed, John Stossel argues: there ought not to be a 
law. He explains how politicians promise to solve problems by passing laws, but the laws 
invariably make our problems worse. Why don’t we learn? Because our brains don’t 
intuit well about complex situations, he argues. After thousands of years of taking orders 
from tribal elders, after years of obeying our parents, we are programmed to think that 
anytime there is a problem, whether it is companies going bankrupt or schools keeping 
kids stupid, government action is the way to solve it. Using his decades of reporting, he 
tackles how those intuitive, knee-jerk reactions lead us astray. For more information 
http://www.heritage.org/events/2012/04/no-they-cant.   
 
18th 

 
Follow the Money: The Impact of Health Policy on Health Care Investment, 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation 



Time:  9:00 AM – 1:00 PM 
Host:  AEI - How does health policy affect the investment decisions of those who finance 
innovation in health care? How does health reform and the uncertainty it faces in the 
courts, political arena and marketplace drive the allocation, de-allocation or potential 
misallocation of investment capital? Which health care startups and growth companies 
are receiving disproportionately greater financial attention and higher valuations because 
of health reform? Which otherwise worthy types of health care companies are receiving 
less attention and which are receiving none?  This event will bring together a diverse 
group of health care investment professionals — venture capitalists, private equity 
investors and corporate development executives — to discuss the impact of health policy 
on health care venture formation and innovation. The event will consist of roundtable 
discussions followed by a luncheon keynote speech.   For more information:  
http://aei.org/events/2012/04/18/follow-the-money-the-impact-of-health-policy-on-
health-care-investment-entrepreneurship-and-innovation/.   
 
24th 

 
NEW EVENT! 
Why Capitalism  
Time:  12:00 PM – 1:00 PM  
Host:  The Heritage Foundation - A review of the headlines of the past decade seems to 
show that disasters are often part of capitalist systems – the high-tech bubble, the Enron 
fraud, the Madoff ponzi scheme, the great housing bubble, massive lay-offs, and a 
widening income gap. Disenchantment with the market economy has reached the point 
that many even question capitalism itself. Allan H. Meltzer disagrees. 
 Drawing on deep expertise as a financial historian and authority on economic theory, 
Meltzer provides a resounding answer to the question: “Why capitalism?” Only 
capitalism, he argues, maximizes both growth and individual freedom. Unlike socialism, 
capitalism is adaptive, not rigid – private ownership of the means of production flourishes 
wherever it takes root, regardless of culture. Laws intended to tamper with its 
fundamental dynamics, such as those that redistribute wealth, fail. European countries 
boasting extensive welfare programs have not surpassed the more market-oriented United 
States. Capitalism does require a strong legal framework, he writes, and it does not solve 
all problems efficiently. But, he finds that its problems stem from universal human 
weaknesses – such as dishonesty, venality, and expediency – which are not specific to 
capitalism.  For more information http://www.heritage.org/events/2012/04/why-
capitalism.   
 


